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Some recent developments in understanding auroral
electron acceleration processes
A. Olsson and P. Janhunen,

Abstract— Discrete auroral arcs and the associated invertedV type electron precipitation are accompanied by potential
structures, upgoing ion beams and plasma density depletions
in the acceleration region altitude and above. However, exactly
how these phenomena depend on altitude in various Kp and
solar illumination conditions as well as at various magnetic
local time (MLT) and invariant latitude (ILAT) is not so well
known. We review the main results of our recent large statistical
studies of the altitude dependence of these parameters using
Polar data. We also include similar statistical results on some
additional parameters that appear to have major importance
in inverted-V auroral acceleration. These parameters include
middle-energy ( 50-500 eV) electron anisotropies, certain types
of electrostatic wave bursts as well as ion shell distributions.
One of the most interesting results of the statistical studies is
that many of the parameters mentioned
their behaviour
 radial change
rather abruptly at around 4
distance. We draw the
conclusion that the region for auroral energisation processes seem
  .
to take place within a closed potential structure below 3-4
These conclusions lead to a new scenario for auroral plasma
physics and the energy flow in the auroral acceleration process.
The observational results are in agreement with simulations that
we also summarise in this paper.
Index Terms— auroral electron acceleration, auroral potential
structure, ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N auroral arc is a central element of ionospheremagnetosphere coupling. Thus, in order to understand
ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling more profoundly one
should know the physical mechanisms responsible for auroral
arcs.
Already 50 years ago [1] theoretically postulated the existence of parallel electric fields which could accelerate auroral electrons downward and ions upward from Earth. Soon
thereafter, one could observe from rocket and satellite measurements convergent electric fields [27], [35] simultaneously
with downward accelerated electrons and upward accelerated
ions. Data from low-orbiting satellites showed an inverted-V
like spectra of accelerated electrons. [10], [11]. The low and
mid-altitude satellite observations (1000-14000 km) resulted
in a model of the acceleration region as a U-shaped potential
geometry (see Figure 1) [8] where the “bottom” of the U corresponds to the region of the parallel electric field. The closure
of the potential structure and the generation mechanism has
usually been assumed to take place in the opposite hemisphere
or far out in the magnetotail. The physical mechanisms for
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Fig. 1. Low-altitude satellite data suggest that the bottom of the potential
structure is U-shaped. How the potential continues to higher altitudes is not
constrained by these satellites, however.

generating the upward parallel electric field has been proposed
with theories of double layers [5], [26], anomalous resistivity
[32] or magnetic mirror force [2]. To be able to confirm or
refute some of the proposed theories, a full understanding of
the complete geometry of the potential is needed.
To get some information about the closure of the U-shaped
potential structure the electric field data for 65 auroral passes
at  4  altitude was studied with the Polar satellite [14]. A
lack of convergent electric fields at high altitude was found.
To explain this, the idea of a negative O-shaped potential
well was introduced, i.e a potential model where the bottom
part in all respect is the same as the traditional acceleration
region of the U-shaped model, but which closes already below
 4  . In the closed potential model there is thus another
region of downward parallel electric fields at a higher altitude
(presumably 2-4   ). The net result of particles going through
such a closed potential structure would be zero acceleration.
However, in [16] a correlation between waves and
anisotropy of electrons was observed simultaneously with
satellite crossings over various arcs and the energisation
mechanism of electrons was suggested to be related to the
broadband wave bursts. Acceleration of electrons due to waves
alone (no potential drop), possibly lower-hybrid waves, has
been proposed before [6], [3].
In a test particle simulation [15] the idea of a self-consistent
“Cooperative Model” (CM) was developed, i.e a model of the
acceleration process where both the closed potential structure
in cooperation with wave-particle interaction takes place.
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The plasma waves would push the electrons up an electron
potential hill at  3-4   and the upper part of the potential
structure work as an energisation region for the particles while
the bottom part acts as the traditional acceleration region. The
waves are thus the engine and the potential structure is the
wheels and gear. The CM is discussed in detail in [17], [18]
and in subsection VI.A of this paper.
To revisit the question about closure altitude of the potential
structure in a more thorough way, a larger dataset and a
complete altitude coverage would be needed. In order to also
discuss the physical mechanisms maintaining the potential
structure and the energy flow, information about the other
arc-associated parameters is needed, for example observations
of the altitude profiles of ion beams, cavities and waves.
The Polar satellite has the advantage of covering the large
altitude range (5000-32000 km) without gaps and thus we
can study the altitude dependence of various arc-associated
parameters during several years (1996-2001). It is important
to also study the altitude dependence in different magnetic
local time (MLT) sectors as well as different Kp conditions,
invariant latitudes (ILAT), season and solar cycle conditions.
We will in this paper review our latest results regarding the
altitude profile of the arc-associated parameters. In this paper
we will also summarise results concerning the altitude profile
of other related parameters, i.e. the middle-energy anisotropy
of electrons and ion shell distributions. We believe that these
might also play a significant role in the auroral scenario.
The observational results are section V (Simulations) then
compared with a a hybrid simulation model for a stable arc.
In a two-dimensional electrostatic simulation (subsection V.B)
it is also shown that ion shell distributions can contain enough
free energy for waves that could power electron energisation
in the auroral process.
II. I NSTRUMENTS AND DATASETS
We use 3-5 years of Polar data to study the altitude
dependence of the occurrence frequency of auroral potential
structures, upgoing ion beams, density depletions, electrostatic
wave bursts, anisotropy of electrons and ion shells.
The potential structures are found by locating local minima
in the plasma potential which is found by integrating the
measured electric field from the EFI instrument [13] along
the spacecraft orbit. The dataset of the electric fields during
the years 1996-2001 covers the altitude range 5000-30000 km.
The same dataset is used for studying the waves as well.
Density depletions are studied by thresholding the Polar/EFI
spacecraft potential during the years 1996-2000 (5000-30000
km altitude).
Ion beams are detected from Polar/TIMAS [37] during
the years 1996-1998 and the data cover the altitude ranges
5000-10000, 20000-30000 km. To get a complete altitude
coverage DE-1/EICS [36], data during the years 1981-1991
are also included. DE-1/EICS covers the altitudes 8000-23000
km during the 10 years. The ion shell distributions are also
measured with Polar/TIMAS.
The anisotropy of electrons is studied with the Polar/HYDRA instrument [34] during the years 1996-2000
(5000-30000 km altitude).

The magnetic field experiment (MFE) is needed to decompose E-field into parallel and perpendicular components [33]
III. S TATISTICAL

RESULTS OF ARC - ASSOCIATED
PARAMETERS

This section is a condensed exposition of recent statistical
studies. A reader not too interested in the details may safely
skip to section IV.
As mentioned above, to obtain observational information
about the physics of auroral acceleration processes, altitude
profiles of the arc-associated physical quantities are of utmost
importance. However, lacking satellite missions especially
designed for producing magnetic conjunctions, instantaneous
altitude profiles are impossible to obtain. Nevertheless, such
profiles can be obtained statistically, and we have done this
recently for most of the parameters that are related to auroral
processes. We have also studied how the altitude profiles of
the arc-associated parameters depend on Kp, ILAT, MLT, the
solar illumination condition of the ionospheric footpoint and
in the ion beam case also the solar cycle dependence. This
presentation is a review and summary of the output of such
statistical studies. For most parameters we will here, however,
only show the seasonal and Kp effect on the altitude profile. To
be able to easily compare results for the different parameters
we choose to list them in each subsection. In section IV
(Summary of observations) we take the results together.
A. Potential minima and their associated effective electric
fields
In [20] we study how the altitude dependence of the mean
energy, the potential minima and the effective electric field
vary with different MLT, ILAT, Kp and seasonal conditions.
The mapped-down effective ionospheric electric field is defined as the depth of the potential minimum divided by the
mapped-down half-width of the structure in the ionospheric
plane. The ionosphere is thus used as a reference altitude and
the artificial effective electric fields are introduced just as a
way to be able to compare electric fields measured at different
altitudes.
In Figure 2, we show results for all data collected in
the nightside MLT sectors for all Kp values during sunlit
and darkness conditions. Panel (a) is the number of orbital
crossings in each   radial bin. Panel (b) shows the depth
(kV) of potential minima which are less than 0.6  wide in
ILAT (corresponding to 60 km in the ionosphere) and deeper
than 0.5 kV. Panel (c) shows the effective ionospheric electric
field  mV/m. Panel (d) is the occurrence frequency
of  mV/m per orbital crossing, which is obtained by
dividing the number of data points in panel c in each radial bin
by the corresponding number of orbital crossings from panel
a. The error bars correspond to   relative errors where 
is the number of datapoints exceeding the threshold. Panel (e)
is the occurrence frequency of   mV/m.
We summarise the results from Figure 2 as well as from
Figures in [20]:
1) The potential minima (panel b Figure 2) found at low
altitude are on the average more numerous and deeper
than those found at high altitude.
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Fig. 2. All nightside potential minima deeper than 0.5 kV and the corresponding effective ionospheric electric fields
. The ILAT range is 65-74: (a)
number of orbital crossings in each radial bin, (b) depth in kilovolts and radial distance of each potential minimum, (c) effective ionospheric electric field
being larger than 100 mV/m (number of points in panel
associated with each potential minimum with lower limit 100 mV/m, (d) occurrence frequency of
c divided by panel a), (e) occurrence frequency of
being larger than 500 mV/m.
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2) The effective electric fields (panel c Figure 2) have
higher values at low altitudes.
3) There is a dip in the occurrence frequency of the
effective electric fields around 3.75  radial distance
(panel d and e Figure 2).
4) The high occurrence frequency of electric fields in the
4-6   radial distance mainly comes from the midnight
MLT (Figure 9 [20]). These high altitude electric fields
might be substorm related. Thus in the other MLT sectors the electric fields almost exclusively occurs below
about 3.75  .
5) There is a peak in occurrence frequency of potential
minima at about 2.75  , however a seasonal and Kp
dependence is also found which affects the peak altitude
of the potential minima somewhat. For cases when the
ionospheric footpoint is sunlit the maximum occurrence
frequency is around %$'&(*)  while for cases of
darkness conditions there is a downward shift of 0.5
  (panel d and e Figure 2).
6) Most potential minima occur in the dusk and midnight
MLT sectors and their occurrence frequency increases
with increasing Kp index (Figure 9 and 10 [20]).
7) When all nightside, Kp values and ionospheric illumination conditions are put together to form the baseline
case, the maximum and minimum occurrence frequency
of potential minima are found at +$,&- & and 3.75 
(Figure 6, [20]).
8) The mentioned local minimum in the occurrence frequency of potential minima at about .$,/ 0) is visible

!#"

separately in all MLT sectors, all Kp and both sunlit and
darkness ionospheres.
B. Upgoing ion beams
In [21] we study the occurrence frequency of upgoing ion
beams as a function of altitude in different MLT sectors
as well as invariant latitudes (ILAT), Kp, seasons and solar
cycle conditions. To get the same altitude coverage (500030000km) as for the other parameters, we use two different
ion instruments TIMAS and EICS from two satellites Polar
and DE-1.
In Figure 3, we show results for all data collected in the
nightside MLT sectors 18-06 for conditions where the satellite
ionospheric footpoint is sunlit (left column) and in darkness
(right column). The top panel of Figure 3 shows all ion beams
between 0.5 and 10 keV as a function of radial distance  and
beam peak energy. In the middle panels we show the number
of hours spent by the instrument in each radial bin. By dividing
the number of points in each bin by the number of samples
coming from the bin we get the occurrence frequency of the
ion beams in the bottom panels.
We summarise information from Figure 3 as well as from
Figures in [21].
1) At low altitude ( 21&(0  ) and high Kp, ion beams
are mainly an evening sector phenomenon, while at
high altitude ( 354  ) and low Kp they are more
a midnight sector phenomenon (Figure 4 in [21]). This
suggests that some high altitude ion beams in the
midnight sector do not come from the ionosphere but
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Fig. 3. Polar/TIMAS and DE-1/EICS ion beams in all the nightside MLT sectors as a function of radial distance
for sunlit (left column) and darkness
conditions (right column). The ILAT range is 65-74. Top panel: Ion beam events (one event corresponds to 12 s sample) as function of radial distance and
peak energy. Middle panel: Hours spent by the instrument in each radial bin. Bottom panel: Occurrence frequency of ion beams (number of points in each
bin divided by the number of samples coming from the bin). Small Kp (
) shown by blue and filled circles, large Kp (
) by red and triangles. Black
line is both Kp’s put together.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

originate as wave-particle interactions energising cold
plasma at some intermediate altitude.
In the evening sector, a peak is also present in the
invariant energy and particle fluxes carried by upward
ion beams, where “invariant” means that both quantities
are projected to the ionospheric plane (Figure 10 [21]).
Concerning ILAT, the peak is most visible in the 6871 ILAT bin, probably because that corresponds to the
average auroral oval latitude (Figure 6 in [21]).
The solar cycle does not have much influence on the
ion beam occurrence frequency except through the Kp
parameter (Figure 5 in [21]).
In the evening sector, a simple Monte Carlo simulation
demonstrates that an O-shaped potential structure with
some wave energisation can explain the altitude profile
of the ion beam occurrence frequency, energy flux,
particle flux and mean energy (Figure 10 in [21]).

C. Density depletions
Density depletions (auroral cavities) are studied in [23]
by thresholding the Polar/EFI spacecraft potential during the
years 1996-2000 (5000-30000 km altitude). The altitude dependence of the cavities is studied during varying conditions
of MLT, ILAT, Kp and season. In this review we only show
the Kp and seasonal conditions.
The density depletions are shown with three thresholds 11, -18, -25 V, the corresponding densities are 0.3, 0.1, 0.06
cm ;=< .
In Figure 4 we show the occurrence frequencies of auroral
cavities for the cases where the ionospheric footpoint is in
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darkness (left subplot) or sun-illuminated (right subplot). All
nightside MLT (18-06) sectors are put together and the ILAT
range is 65-74. The first panel shows the orbital coverage
and the following panels show the occurrence frequency for
the auroral cavities when three different spacecraft potential
thresholds are used (-11 V, -18 V and -25 V) representing
shallow, medium-deep and deep cavities, respectively. Small
Kp index values ( 9> Kp >?& ) are shown by blue line with
filled circles, large Kp index values (Kp @& ) by red line with
open triangles, and all Kp’s put together by black lines. We
list the results below.
1) There is a peak in cavity occurrence frequency at about
3.25  for darkness conditions and the region of
cavities ends at about 4.25  . In sunlit conditions the
peak in occurrence frequencies is at 3.75   and the
region of cavities extends up to 5.25   (Figure 4).
2) The peak in occurrence frequencies of auroral cavities
is clearest for deepest cavities, corresponding to plasma
densities smaller than  0.6 cm ;=< (Figure 4).
3) The Kp index does not have a clear effect on the peak
altitude (Figure 4).
4) For low ILAT, cavities occur mainly only for large Kp,
probably because the auroral oval extends equatorward
during disturbed conditions. For other ILAT, however,
cavities are more common for low Kp than for high Kp
(Figure 5 and 6 [23]).
5) Cavities show an auroral zone dependency, which indicates that most of them are associated with auroral
processes (Figure 3 [23]).
6) In the midnight sector there are cavities also in the 46   radial distance range for both low and high Kp.
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Fig. 4. Occurrence frequency of nightside auroral cavities for radial distances between 1.5 to 6
. Left subplot show the occurrence frequencies for
conditions when the ionospheric footpoint is in darkness and the right subplot for sun-illuminated conditions. Top panels: the orbital coverage in hours. Panels
2-4: the occurrence frequency for spacecraft potential thresholds -11 V, -18 V and -25 V. All Kp’s put together is shown by a black line. Low Kp (
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shown by blue lines with filled dots and high Kp (
) by red lines and open triangles. Error bars are also shown.
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They also occur in the morning sector, but only for high
Kp. This holds for ILAT range 68-74. These cavities
may be related to substorms (Figure 5 and 6 [23]).

7A8

oval (in the ILAT-MLT plane), (Figure 7, [31]).
4) The occurrence frequency of perpendicular-dominated
waves decreases smoothly with altitude (Figure 4, right
subplot, [31]).

D. Electrostatic wave bursts
In [31] we study the occurrence frequency of the 1-10 Hz
electric wave component in the auroral zone (65-74 ILAT)
using observations from the Polar/EFI instrument. We investigate the altitude dependence of the occurrence frequency
during varying Kp, MLT, ILAT and seasonal conditions. We
especially discuss waves with significant parallel component
( DCB1E- 4GF and FIHJ mV/m). In this review we only
show the seasonal and Kp dependence (see Figure 5).
In Figure 5 we investigate the occurrence frequency of
parallel-dominated waves decomposed into sunlit and darkness
conditions respectively. In the first panel the orbital coverage
in hours is shown and in the bottom panel the occurrence
frequency for the parallel dominated waves is seen for the
radial distances 1.5-6  . Red lines correspond to conditions
where Kp K& and blue lines represent L> Kp >K& . Black
lines correspond to cases when all Kp’s are put together. We
list the results seen in Figure 5.
1) The preferred radial distance of parallel-dominated
waves is 3.25  when the ionospheric footpoint of
the satellite is in sunlight, but moves to 2.75  when
it is in darkness (Figure 5).
2) The occurrence frequency of parallel-dominated waves
is usually larger for high Kp than for low Kp index
(Figure 5).
3) Constant occurrence frequency contours of the paralleldominated waves qualitatively follow the average auroral

E. Anisotropy
Often the electron distribution in auroral field lines consists
of at least two quasi-Maxwellian populations, each with possibly different parallel and perpendicular temperatures MNC and
MOF . Especially cases where the hot population is isotropic but
the cold populations has MNC9PMOF asymmetry are common
and are studied in [22].
The anisotropy of electrons is studied with the Polar/HYDRA instrument during the years 1996-2000 (500030000 km altitude). The altitude dependence of especially
the middle-energy electrons (100-1000 keV) is studied with
varying MLT, ILAT and Kp.
In Figures 6 and 7 show the basic statistical results of MC
MOF middle-energy (100-1000 eV) electron anisotropies. The
major findings are as follows.
1) The middle-energy anisotropies (100-1000 eV) obey the
MLT-ILAT dependence of the average auroral oval. The
distributions of the low and high-energy anisotropies are
more irregular (Figure 6).
2) The altitude profile of the anisotropies is smooth as one
would expect since electrons have high mobility along
the magnetic field (Figure 7).
3) There is often an isotropic electron distribution at higher
energies simultaneously with the anisotropy (Figure 2
and 4 [22]).
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Fig. 5. The occurrence frequency of the parallel dominated waves during conditions when the satellite footpoint is sunlit (left subplot) and conditions of
darkness (right subplot). All nightside MLT sectors are put together and the ILAT range is 65-74. On the horizontal axis the radial distance between 1.5-6
is shown. Top panel: the orbital coverage in hours. Bottom panel: the occurrence frequency for the parallel dominated waves (
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4) The anisotropies are often up/down symmetric (Figure
2 and 4 [22]).
5) The middle-energy anisotropies appear at lower ILAT
in all MLT sectors when the Kp index increases as is
expected for an auroral oval related process (Figure 8
[22]).
F. Ion shells
By ion shell we mean a 3-D spherical almost hollow shell in
velocity space. Such distributions can be formed by a variety
of mechanisms, including various time of flight effects and
energy-dependent perpendicular ion drifts, and they potentially
contain a lot of free energy. An example of a half-consumed
ion shell is given in Figure 8, where also the simultaneously
occurring electron middle-energy anisotropy is shown (right
subplot). Our interpretation is that below the spacecraft, part
of the free energy has gone to waves that have energised the
electrons, so that only the downgoing part is a pure ion shell.
Statistically, in Polar data ion shell distributions occur either
close to the polar cap boundary or at low latitudes (Figure 9
left subplot). The low latitude ones are the most common. In
the radial direction, there is some preference for ion shells
to occur at 3-4   radial distance, although quantitative
conclusions cannot be drawn because of incomplete orbital
coverage (Figure 9, right subplot).
Ion shells occur less frequently in the auroral zone than
around it (Figure 9 left subplot, white area in middle and
bottom panels). There are two possible explanations: (1) the
mechanisms producing the shell does not operate in the auroral
zone, (2) the mechanisms operate also there, but the auroral
zone shells are quickly consumed by wave-particle interactions
and thus eroded away. To find out which is the more correct
explanation one would need ion shell distribution data at
higher altitude.
IV. S UMMARY OF

OBSERVATIONS

We review the latest results on the altitude dependence
of auroral potential structures, upgoing ion beams, density
depletions, electron middle-energy anisotropies(  50-500 eV),
electrostatic wave bursts and ion shell distributions. These
parameters are all probably related to the auroral electron
acceleration process and thus finding out their altitude dependence gives valuable information about auroral acceleration.
We have also discussed how the altitude profiles of the
mentioned parameters depend on Kp, ILAT, MLT and the solar
illumination condition of the ionospheric footpoint.
Below we list the major results from the studies.
1) In all parameters (potential structures, upgoing ion
beams, cavities and waves with a large parallel component) there is peak in occurrence frequency at  3
 radial distance.
2) Peak amplitude and altitude depend on solar illumination
condition (season), Kp index, ILAT and MLT, in the
same way for potential structures, ion beams, cavities
and waves.
3) Increase in occurrence of potential structures and cavities above $,4  takes place in midnight MLT sector
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(22-02). This is likely due to some midnight-specific
high altitude process which is different from ordinary
auroral arcs; it may be related to substorms.
4) Increase in occurrence frequency of ion beams above
b$c4a  takes place probably due to wave heating.
This is a process which is peculiar to ion beams and
thus it has no counterpart in the other parameters.
5) There is indirect event-based and simulation evidence
that Bernstein waves driven unstable by ion shell distributions energise the electrons in the parallel directions,
thus forming MNCdeMfF electron anisotropies.
V. S IMULATIONS
We use 2-D electrostatic hybrid and kinetic simulations to
model the development of auroral potential structures. The
hybrid code shows how a potential structure arises from
wave-particle interactions, and the kinetic simulation shows
a possibility how such waves may be formed: free energy
associated with a hot ion shell distribution.
A. Electrostatic hybrid simulation
The 2-D hybrid simulation code of [19] has particle ions and
quasineutral fluid electrons obeying the Boltzmann response. It
employs a new type of ion pusher (“monopole solver”) which
makes it possible to use timesteps as long as g hikj[C instead
of the usual g hiljmF , where g  is the maximum ion velocity
and ikj[Con F is the grid spacing in the parallel and perpendicular
directions, respectively. The simulation box is aligned with the
dipole magnetic field and is 20 km wide in the ionosphere and
38000 km long along the magnetic field. The energy source is
provided by wave-particle interactions with the electrons. The
waves are assumed to be localised in ILAT and thus define
the boundaries of the auroral arc that forms.
Figure 10 shows the ionospheric ion density and the potential in the hybrid simulation after the wave-particle interactions
have been on for 10 minutes. A density cavity, upgoing ion
beam and a closed potential structure have formed.
We summarise the main results from the hybrid simulation:
1) With wave-particle interactions turned on, the simulation
produces a self-consistent O-shaped potential structure
(Figure 10, right subplot) with an associated density
cavity (Figure 10, left subplot). If a shear flow topside
boundary condition is used without wave-particle interactions, a U-shaped potential is produced.
2) Strong convergent perpendicular electric fields are confined in a relatively narrow altitude range (about 500011000 km, Figure 7 [19]).
3) Upward electric fields of about 1 mV/m exist at the
bottom of the potential structure, while at higher altitude
there are weaker downward fields (Figure 8 [19]).
4) When the driver is turned off, the potential structure
disappears in the electron time scale ( % s) and the
density depletion in the ion time scale (  10 min) (Figure
9 [19]).
5) The arc becomes stronger if the anisotropy is increased.
The potential structure bottom altitude becomes lower
if the ionospheric source plasma density is decreased
(Tables 1 and 2 [19]).
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Fig. 8. Left subplot: Ion shell distribution in Polar/TIMAS data (green circular area). Upgoing low energy ion shell is also seen (yellow and red). Right
subplot: Simultaneous electron distribution, where middle-energy
anisotropy is seen.
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B. 2-D electrostatic PIC simulation
The 2-D electrostatic kinetic simulation is a conventional
explicit particle-in-cell code with realistic electron mass [24].
The box size parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field is
800 and 10 km, respectively (Figure 11). Initially there is free
energy in the plasma in the form of a hot ion shell distribution.
The free energy drives unstable ion Bernstein waves. The main
results are:
1) A hot ion shell distribution may contain enough free
energy to power the aurora (Figure 2 panel j [24]).
2) Ion shell distributions do occur on auroral field lines. We
have found cases where the data are clearly consistent

with the assumption that the shell distribution provides
the free energy for wave-induced parallel electron energisation (Figure 2 [24]).
3) The perpendicular e-folding distance of the ion Bernstein waves in question is of the order of the auroral
arc width (a few kilometres) or smaller when projected
to the ionosphere (Table 1 [24]). The parallel e-folding
distance is a few hundred kilometres, which is smaller
than the field-aligned extent of the energisation region.
These properties of the Bernstein waves are consistent
with the physical size of the region where they exist.
4) Electrons are heated in the parallel direction by the
Bernstein waves at a rate Ir eV/s (Figure 13 [24]).
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Fig. 11. Time development of Bernstein wave electric potential in the kinetic
simulation. Horizontal axis is along magnetic field (box length 800 km) and
vertical axis is perpendicular (box width 10 km). From top to bottom the
times are 5, 70, 130 and 250 ms. The maximum wave amplitude is 1.5 kV.

Cold ions receive only 10% of the heating (their heating
is perpendicular).
5) An inverse cascade process for the Bernstein waves is
in operation which transfers energy from short to long
wavelengths by nonlinear mechanisms (Figure 11).
VI. T HEORY AND

A SMALL SIMULATION

The observations reviewed above give rise to important
consequences concerning the physics of auroral electron acceleration. Exactly what these consequences are is not quite
straightforward. We now present the model which we have

arrived at studying the data and which we find also theoretically pleasing. Afterwards we discuss to what extent the model
is unique, i.e. could our observations be explained by other
models.
A. The Cooperative Model
A central concept in the model is a closed (O-shaped)
negative potential structure. The structure is formed by the
following steps:
1) Broadband plasma waves (maybe ion Bernstein modes,
[24]) get unstable by a presence of some free energy
source. The free energy is probably in the hot ion distribution, possibly in the form of an ion shell distribution
[24].
2) The waves energise electrons in parallel and to a lesser
extent ions in perpendicular direction. In case of ion
Bernstein waves driven unstable by an ion shell distribution, the particle-in-cell simulation produced the
rate of energisation 80 eV/s [24]. The result is an
anisotropic (MNCdeM F ) electron distribution [16], [22]. If
the electron energisation comes from Landau resonance,
the anisotropy may be limited in energy [22].
3) The electron anisotropy causes the electron mirror points
to move downward since the pitch angles decrease. Since
the flux tube becomes narrower at lower altitude, the
number of electrons per volume tends to increase. As
the ions do not act similarly, the result is a tendency to
form a negative charge cloud whose density increases
downward.
4) Since the electron Debye length is only s m,
quasineutrality must be maintained. Thus the charge
cloud never actually forms, but a downward electric field
is set up which restores quasineutrality. This happens so
fast that ions do not have time to react.
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Fig. 12. Sketch of our proposed model for auroral acceleration. With the help
of wave-particle interactions, electrons are energised in the parallel directions
and are thus able to climb the potential hill in the energisation region.
Thereafter they undergo electrostatic acceleration, which produces peaked
energy spectra at low altitude. The engine is the wave-particle interaction,
while the “gears and wheels” (geometry and transfer between kinetic and
potential energy) is provided by the potential structure. The potential structure
is formed by space charges produced by the wave-particle interactions and
mirror force. The system is maintained self-consistently as long as there is
free energy for the waves to consume.

5) The ionosphere and magnetosphere are maintained in
approximately zero potential. Thus the potential contours must close by forming a closed potential structure. Another way to see this is to note that parallel
electric field cannot exist in plasma which contains cold
electrons, and at low enough altitude cold electrons of
ionospheric origin always exist.
Once the O-shaped potential structure has formed with the
help of waves and anisotropies [22], it gives rise to a number
of additional observational consequences:
1) Strong perpendicular electric fields are confined to the
altitude where the potential structure exists [20].
2) Since the bottom of the structure contains an upward
parallel electric field, inverted-V electron spectra are
produced at low altitude [15].
3) Upgoing ion beams gain energy at the bottom of the
potential structure and lose it again in the upper part of
it [21].
4) O-shaped potential structure is a density depletion: it
repels electrons, and ions speed up inside it [23]. Thus
the structure remains stable [19].
5) 1-10 Hz plasma waves with significant parallel component exist at the same altitude where the topside of
the potential structure probably resides [31]. The waves
might be another byproduct of the potential structure,
e.g. ion acoustic waves generated by rapid movements of
the potential structure. The exact nature of the paralleldominated waves has not been confirmed yet, however.
The energy flows through the system in the following way:
1) Ion shell distribution gives energy to plasma waves [24].
2) Plasma waves energise electrons in parallel direction,

and as a byproduct they also contribute to perpendicular
ion heating [24].
3) When energising the electrons, the waves must work
against the downward electric field in the energisation
region (Figure 12). This means that the energy extracted
from the waves is soon translated from kinetic to potential energy. In case of Landau resonance, this may help
keep the electrons in the resonant velocity range for a
longer than would be the case without the downward
electric field. Thus the presence of the downward field
may increase the total power that is extracted from the
waves [15].
4) When an electron reaches the centre of the potential
structure, it experiences a “free fall” acceleration towards the ionosphere exactly as in the traditional Upotential model. This releases its potential energy and
turns it into kinetic energy. The observational manifestation is the appearance of inverted-V electron spectra at low altitude. The auroral electron beams have
many secondary phenomena associated with them below
the acceleration region (optical auroral arcs, secondary
wave-particle interactions, etc.).
We call the model as a whole the “Cooperative Model”
(CM), because in it, the plasma waves and the potential
structure both contribute to electron acceleration in an essential
way. One characterisation of the CM is that the plasma waves
are the engine and the potential structure is the “gears and
wheels”. The energy is provided by the plasma waves, but
many of the important observational characteristics would not
exist without the potential structure. Indeed, it is meaningless
to ask how electron acceleration would look like without
a potential structure, since the emergence of the potential
structure is an inescapable consequence of the action of the
waves.

B. Is Cooperative Model unique?
Although we have pointed out above that many aspects of
the CM are in accordance with observations and that the model
is also compatible with test particle and plasma simulations,
one can ask if the observations could be explained by other
models:
1) The observation that strong perpendicular electric fields
are confined below ¸4a  radial distance (Figure 3
[20]) could perhaps also be explained by a widening of
a U-shaped potential structure as in the potential finger
model of [28].
2) The fact that auroral density depletions also have a
preferred altitude range (Figure 4) could be explained
if there is another layer of upward electric fields at
high altitude [9]. The auroral cavity would then be
sandwiched between two layers of upward fields.
3) The electron anisotropies [22] could correspond to ionospheric return current regions (upward beams) instead
of being produced in the magnetosphere [25]. The fact
that the anisotropies are often up-down symmetric might
be due to insufficient instrument time resolution or by
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symmetric return current regions working in the opposite
hemisphere.
4) The fact that ion beams have a dip at ¹4a  radial
distance (Figure 3) is hard to explain in the U-potential
model, i.e. without downward electric fields.
Thus it seems in principle possible to explain the behaviour
of all mentioned parameters except the ion beam behaviour
without necessarily invoking a closed potential structure. How
compatible these alternative explanations would be with lowaltitude observations is another matter. For example, if a
U-shaped potential structure widens, the corresponding lowaltitude inverted-V regions should also be wide, not narrow,
since the electrons undergo potential drop acceleration regardless of the altitude of the potential drop. The multitude
of perpendicular scale sizes present in the auroral arcs may
leave room for both types of models [30]. If it is so, then
the O-shaped model probably corresponds to narrow auroral
arcs (few kilometre width in the ionosphere). We remark that
a closure of the potential before the opposite hemisphere
(which in our terminology is an O-shaped potential) was
independently suggested by Hallinan and Stenbaek-Nielsen
[12] from studying the degree of conjugacy of auroral arcs
in the two hemispheres.

different populations. If there is only one ion and one electron
population, this equation can be solved analytically, which
é
yields

C. How anisotropy produces potential structure

equatorial plane. When Eq. (7) is solved with an anisotropic
population present (one of the ’s is larger than unity), Õ must
be adjusted so that the equationö is satisfied. The solution Õ will
C of the coldest population whose partial
be of the order of M
Í  ¿  of the anisotropic component.
density  exceeds ¼
ö are present, the potential is small as
Thus, if cold electrons
long as the anisotropy is below some threshold which depends
on the partial densities and becomes large if the threshold is
exceeded (see also Eqs. 9 and 10 in reference [19]).
All the formulas of this subsection ignore the nonlinear
feedback between the potential structure and the electrons,
since they assume that the electron distribution is not affected
by the potential. Therefore only potentials which are of the
same order as the parallel temperature of the electrons can
be produced. According to low-altitude satellite observations,
however, the potential is often v/ times larger than the
thermal energy [29], [30]. We shall now deal with a possible
theoretical explanation.

We now come back to item 3 in subsection VI.A (The Cooperative Model) above, i.e. the question how a MNCdeMfF electron
anisotropy produces a downward electric field. Consider a biMaxwellian equatorial plane distribution function º»a¼g-C½¾g F¿ ,

º » ¼g-CW½¾gF ¿ $

f » RÁ Â <ÆÅ§ÇfÈYÉ(ÊÌËÎÍ Â gaÇC Í Â ag FÇ
&MNC
& MO9
F Ï
MOFdÀ MNC & ÃÄ
the electron mass,  » the electron density

(1)

where Â is
and
MC , MOF the parallel and perpendicular temperatures in energy
units, respectively. At other points on the field line, Liouville’s
» »
» »
theorem states that º¼{g-CÐ½ogF ¿ $sº » ¼g C ½og F ¿ where g C ,g F
are the equatorial plane values of the particle velocity. The
» »
connection between g-C ,gF and g C ,g F can be worked out from
the conservation of total energy $¼¾& ¿ Â ¼gÑÇCÒ gÑF Ç ¿ ÒÔÓ Õ
and the magnetic moment Ö+$%¼¾& ¿ Â gÑF Ç  × . The electron
density at point Ø ( Øq$ corresponds to equatorial plane) is
given by

¼ÙØ ¿ $.&ÃlÚeÛ
;
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Ë
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in the limit × »ðï
. Alfvén and Fälthammar [2] considered

a similar problem, but as they used delta function populations
instead of Maxwellians, their formulas are not directly comC
F ñ Mf ) and
parable to ours. If ions are isotropic (M  $JM '
C
F
Mf#òóM è ½¾M è , we obtain

é
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which gives the magnitude of the negative potential that arises
C
from a cigar-shaped (M è @M è F ) electron anisotropy far away
from the equatorial plane. In case of multiple ion and electron
populations while still using × »ï
the equation from which
solved reads
é
é
Õ ¼ÙØ ¿ must be numerically

õ

õ
è  è ÈYÉ(Ê ¼ Õ  M è C ¿ $
   ÈYÉ(Ê ¼ Í Õ M  C ¿ (7)
è+ö
 ö
where
$vMC÷MOF is the temperature anisotropy of each
ö and O is the partial density of the population in the
population

D. Simple 1-D PIC simulation
(2)

Ü
which gives after doing Û
theÜ integrations
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where ×G» is the equatorial plane magnetic field. Often a useful
approximation is ×»å, in which case we obtain

All particle populations obey a similar relation. The quasineutrality gives the equation mç è  ç $5mç  ç which binds together

Thus far we have simulated the global formation of the
O-shaped potential structure when a primary charge cloud
(more accurately: a tendency to form such a cloud) is put
in by hand [19], and on the other hand the wave-particle
interaction between ion Bernstein waves and electrons has
been directly simulated [24]. What is still missing is a combination of the two, i.e. a particle-in-cell simulation with so
large simulation box that the whole potential structure fits
in it. While waiting for the computing power necessary to
perform such a calculation to become available, we present
here a one-dimensional electrostatic particle-in-cell simulation.
The basic characteristics of the simulation are as follows.
The ion dynamics is ignored, thus the ions form a stationary
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TABLE I
P OTENTIAL DROP DEPENDENCE ON STRENGTH OF WAVE - PARTICLE
INTERACTION . S TRENGTH OF AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM DOWNWARD

ø

ELECTRIC FIELD IS ALSO GIVEN .

ø

(s
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

ù=ú )

Potential drop (V)
620
1380
2100
2700

Average
0.03
0.07
0.1
0.135

!

(mV/m)

Maximum
0.08
0.22
0.21
0.32

!

background charge density. The equations to be solved are the
adiabatic electron equation of motion containing the mirror
force and the electric force terms, and Poisson’s equation. Implicit time integration is used to reduce unwanted oscillations
at the plasma frequency [4]. The density is artificially reduced
(electron Debye length enlarged) to make the simulation run
quickly. 200 grid cells and 300 electrons per cell are used
with quadratic spline weighting [4]. The magnetic field has a
é
dipolar û< dependence. The Poisson equation
is written as

Í è
ÍGü Çý $ Í 
< ý $ ¼    ¿ ½
û
»
ûÿ
< þ û þ û
þ
þ the spherical case
we justify by analogy
with

(8)

which
ü (magnetic monopole case) where the Laplacian would be Çÿ$
¼ û Ç ¿ ¼  û ¿ ¼û Ç ¼  û ¿o¿ . Notice that argument cannot be
made rigorous
asþ the
þ þ
þ dipole geometry is symmetric with
respect to only one coordinate (the longitude angle). However,
we have run the program both using the monopole and dipole
fields and the results are qualitatively very similar. Since the
dipole case is easier to compare with observations, we use it in
the following. The radial distance range of the simulation box
is 2-5.1  ( &  m). The initial electron temperature is 300
eV in both parallel and perpendicular directions. Particles are
mirrored at the bottom boundary, i.e. ionospheric losses are
ignored. When an electron reaches the top boundary its parallel
velocity is re-randomised and drawn from 300 eV Maxwellian
distribution. This corresponds to neglecting the effect of the
opposite hemisphere, which is justified if a large volume of
the flux tube exists above the top boundary.
The wave-particle interactions are added to the simulation as
follows. At each timestep, if the parallel energy of an electron
is in the range 100-1000 eV, its parallel velocity is multiplied
by ¼¾ Ò
i ¿ , where i is the timestep (30 ms). Here
is a parameter controlling the strength of the wave-particle
interactions.
Table 1 shows the potential drop dependence on . In
each case the simulation is run for 30 s and the potential
drop is determined from the time-averaged electric field. The
potential depends roughly linearly on û so that the timeaveraged downward electric field  is roughly constant. The
average and maximum  is also given in Table 1. For large ,
fluctuations during the run become stronger. The fluctuations
are slowly reduced if the number of particles per cell is
increased. We verified that the results presented in the table
do not change much if 3000 particles per cell are used instead
of 300.
Although this simulation lacks many important features, it
illustrates how a downward electric field can form because of

 

wave-particle interactions and that depending on the strength
of the wave-particle interactions, the strength of the associated
potential drop can much exceed 300 eV, which is the original
electron thermal energy. This nonlinear effect occurs because
the downward electric field enables electrons to stay in the
resonant velocity range for a longer time than what would
be otherwise possible, which increases the total power drawn
from the waves. If one varies the parameters (e.g. the resonant
energy range), the resulting numbers differ, but the behaviour
remains similar.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Using statistical analysis of electric field, ion, electron and
wave data from Polar satellite together with different types of
simulations, we have shown that the data and simulations are
consistent with a picture of auroral acceleration that we call
the Cooperative Model. The model describes the shape of the
electric field structure and how energy is transferred in several
steps from the hot ion distribution finally to auroral electrons.
The model does not yet explain the horizontal scale of auroral
arcs or their multiplicity. Explaining these observational characteristics must wait for a more detailed study of the hot ion
distribution free energy source and how that is formed deeper
in the magnetosphere. Also the return current region is not
yet a self-consistent part of the model: what is missing is the
mechanism for generating perpendicular electric currents in
the magnetosphere. Finally, the role of Alfvén waves is still
unclear. It has been widely known for decades that Alfvén
waves exist and probably play some role in auroral electron
energisation, but their relationship to the potential structure
acceleration has not yet been studied much. Our guess is
that Alfvénic power is responsible for the energy needed in
deforming auroral arcs and maybe also for the associated
ionospheric Joule heating, but that the electrons forming the
arcs are mostly energised by the processes described in this
paper.
While we have found statistical studies very useful, to
finally judge what is the instantaneous shape of the potential
structure one would need magnetic conjunctions of at least
three satellites in different altitudes below, within and above
the potential structure. The occurrence frequency of threesatellite conjunctions is currently almost zero. To obtain such
conjunctions, a specifically designed multi-satellite mission is
required. Having three or more satellites in circular orbits
whose periods are related to each other as small integers
would be ideal. Furthermore, choosing the orbit periods to
be integer fractions of the sidereal day would allow a groundbased observation of each conjunction, which would increase
the benefits of such a mission even more.
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